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you can share your rope rigging files with other people who own vrigger. the person who you give the rope rig file to must own the same, or a more recent, version of vrigger. for example, files created with vrigger version 12.0 cannot be read by previous versions, but vrigger version 12.0 can read files that were created by almost all
previous versions ( contact us if you have a file that can't be read by 12.0). you can share the rigging files that you create with other people who own the same, or a more recent, version of vrigger. they should copy the rrs file into the folder that contains their gear files (i.e., the folder that is opened when they click the folder button in
the gear builder ). they should then restart vrigger. the vrigger software lets you create rope rigging systems on your personal computer. whether you perform mountain or urban rescue, or work in the industrial, rope access, or theatrical rigging industries, vrigger will help you design and illustrate your rigging systems. you can share

the gear that you create with other people who own the same, or a more recent, version of vrigger. they should copy the rra file into the folder that contains their gear files (i.e., the folder that is opened when they click the folder button in the gear builder ). they should then restart vrigger. they will probably want to open the gear
manager to ensure that the gear is in the gear i might use list. you can share your rigging files with other people who own vrigger. the person who you give the rig file to must own the same, or a more recent, version of vrigger. for example, files created with vrigger version 12.0 cannot be read by previous versions, but vrigger version

12.0 can read files that were created by almost all previous versions ( contact us if you have a file that can't be read by 12.0).
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FileInfo.com team has verified this is a vRigger Data File, a program used for creating rope
rigging system designs. (Please note, the vRigger application is one of many files included in

this bundle and vRigger may be installed on multiple computers) Vrigger is a software designed
to create rope rigging systems, for example, for rappelling, climbing, and building work. The

vRigger software lets you create rope rigging systems on your personal computer. Whether you
perform mountain or urban rescue, or work in the industrial, rope access, or theatrical rigging
industries, vRigger will help you design and illustrate your rigging systems. Draw a picture, or

create elaborate designs in 2D or 3D, and create a rigging system using automated positioning
or mouse controls. This is an example of an object library, including vRigger data files, which

will be included with a vRigger drawing in you wireframing, or storyboarding process. This small
file is used by vRigger and is vital for the operation of vRigger. Data file used by vRigger, a

program used for creating rope rigging system designs; saves data for a piece of rigging gear
such as a pulley, carabiner, climbing harness, or another piece of equipment; used as part of a
vRigger object library and can be included within a rigging system illustration. FileInfo.com has
independently researched the vRigger Rigging Gear file format and Windows apps listed on this
page. Our goal is 100% accuracy and we only publish information about file types that we have

verified. Data file used by vRigger, a program used for creating rope rigging system designs;
saves data for a piece of rigging gear such as a pulley, carabiner, climbing harness, or another

piece of equipment; used as part of a vRigger object library and can be included within a
rigging system illustration. 5ec8ef588b
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